Abstract-Context. In many application domains, critical systems must comply with safety standards. This involves gathering safety evidence in the form of artefacts such as safety analyses, system specifications, and testing results. These artefacts can evolve during a system's lifecycle, creating a need for change impact analysis to guarantee that system safety and compliance are not jeopardised. Objective. We aim to provide new insights into how safety evidence change impact analysis is addressed in practice. The knowledge about this activity is limited despite the extensive research that has been conducted on change impact analysis and on safety evidence management. Method. We conducted an industrial survey on the circumstances under which safety evidence change impact analysis is addressed, the tool support used, and the challenges faced. Results. We obtained 97 valid responses representing 16 application domains, 28 countries, and 47 safety standards. The respondents had most often performed safety evidence change impact analysis during system development, from system specifications, and fully manually. No commercial change impact analysis tool was reported as used for all artefact types and insufficient tool support was the most frequent challenge. Conclusion. The results suggest that the different artefact types used as safety evidence co-evolve. In addition, the evolution of safety cases should probably be better managed, the level of automation in safety evidence change impact analysis is low, and the state of the practice can benefit from over 20 improvement areas.
Demonstrating compliance with a specific standard involves gathering and providing convincing safety evidence [35] , defined as artefacts that contribute to gaining confidence in the safe operation of a system and that are used to show the fulfilment of the criteria of a safety standard [48] . Examples of artefact types that can be used as safety evidence include safety analysis results, system specifications, testing results, reviews, and source code.
Many of the artefacts used as safety evidence evolve during a system's lifecycle, including software artefacts. As a consequence, the corresponding changes must be managed and impact analysis might be necessary in order to guarantee that the changes do not jeopardise system safety or compliance with a standard [26] . In software engineering, impact analysis can be defined as the activity that aims at identifying the potential consequences of a change in some software product [4] . By Safety Evidence Change Impact Analysis (SECIA), we refer to the activity that attempts to identify the potential consequences of a change in the body of safety evidence [46] , [51] . This body constitutes the collection of artefacts managed as safety evidence for a system, usually a large set of artefacts that is difficult to overview. Possible consequences of a change can be the need for adding, modifying, or revoking safety evidence artefacts. Changes during system development, system modification and re-certification, and component reuse are examples of situations in which SECIA can be necessary [12] .
Change impact analysis (hereafter referred to as impact analysis) is a crucial activity in the lifecycle of any safetycritical system. Indeed, it is prescribed in most of the safety standards used in industry, e.g., [10] , [26] , [45] , [58] . However, the standards do not explain in detail how to perform an impact analysis, but just provide general guidance [13] , [28] . In some cases, the standards do not even clearly state when impact analysis should be performed. This lack of clarity can lead to an inadequately performed analysis resulting in overlooked impact. Examples of accidents, or near-accidents, because of inadequate impact analysis can be found in practically every application domain, e.g., [24] , [28] , [29] , [37] , [68] , from classical examples such as the Ariane 5 accident to recent airplane crashes.
Although safety evidence management and impact analysis are two research areas that have received significant attention in the last decades, previous research barely reflects on the state of the practice. The number of publications that report insights into how practitioners deal with these activities is low [36] , [47] , and there is a lack of publications that study how industry addresses SECIA. Previous studies focused on specific practices related to a reduced set of companies (e.g., the partners of a specific project [50] ), standards (e.g., only IEC 61511 [5] ), domains (e.g., automotive [16] ), or artefact types (e.g., requirements and test cases specifications [2] ). Therefore, a comprehensive picture of current SECIA practices does not exist. Without this knowledge, it is difficult to effectively determine industry needs and to shape future research towards them.
This paper presents a survey aimed at gaining insights into how SECIA is addressed in practice. We designed a webbased questionnaire targeted at practitioners that were or had been involved in SECIA. This includes people who provide, check, or request safety evidence. We asked questions about the circumstances under which SECIA was addressed, the tool support used, and the challenges faced. We obtained 97 valid responses from 16 application domains, 28 countries, 47 safety standards, nine types of organizations, and five overall roles.
To the best of our knowledge, this survey is the largest empirical study, to date, concerning the state of the practice on safety evidence management and on impact analysis for safety-critical systems. Therefore, this work provides strong empirical evidence on SECIA practices that should help academia to identify areas in which further research is necessary. Practitioners can benefit by gaining new insights into how they can or should deal with SECIA, and use the survey results as a benchmark for their own practices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes the research method. Section 4 presents the results and our interpretation. Section 5 summarises our conclusions. Appendices A to D can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TSE.2016.2553032.
RELATED WORK
Related work is divided into general literature on impact analysis, whose insights can apply to safety evidence, and specific literature on impact analysis for safety-critical systems. Related work indicates artefact types that might be involved in SECIA, possible tool support and its characteristics, and possible challenges. Special attention is given to publications that have provided insights into the state of the practice on impact analysis and SECIA. Fig. 1 presents the main concepts of the survey and thus of the review of related work, and the relationships between them. The figure aims to facilitate paper understanding. Appendix A (survey questionnaire), available in the online supplemental material, includes definitions and examples of the artefact types. The rest of concepts are introduced in this or the previous section.
General Literature on Impact Analysis
Impact analysis has been the subject of extensive research for the last four decades, especially in the context of software evolution and software maintenance [4] .
Most research on impact analysis has focused on source code [36] , studying both change effects between source code artefacts and on other artefact types (e.g., test cases to re-execute after a change). Another area that has received significant attention is impact analysis for requirements, especially during requirements management and traceability [30] . Impact analysis for architecture specifications [27] , software components [70] , or test cases [2] has also been frequently investigated.
Carrillo-de-Gea et al. analysed requirements management tools and their support for requirements change management [9] . Li et al. assessed the state of tooling for impact analysis on source code [38] , and report that most tools are academic prototypes and that only JRipples seems to be stable and mature.
According to Jamshidi et al. [27] , most of the research on architecture-centric software evolution provides impact analysis tool support, at times with full automation. The literature also reports on the extension and adaptation of commercial tools for impact analysis purposes [67] . Regarding the current approaches for automated traceability and impact analysis, they have been validated on small data sets [7] and limited artefact types [49] . Therefore, their actual support to industrial needs remains unconfirmed because practitioners usually have to deal with tens of artefact types and thousands of artefacts for SECIA [48] . Buckley et al. suggest that some manual work is always necessary for impact analysis [8] .
The state of the practice in software impact analysis is reported in several publications. Goeritzer conducted a case study in industry and report that most software engineers manually perform impact analysis on source code and would like to have further tool assistance [21] . Tao et al. focused on how software engineers understand software source code changes [64] . This study reports the need for more tool support and the difficulty in determining (1) the completeness and consistency of a change and (2) the effect on other software components. Babar et al. conducted a survey on the usefulness of design rationales for software maintenance and conclude that documenting the rationale can facilitate the identification of the elements impacted by a change [1] . Rovega rd et al. interviewed software engineers and report impact analysis challenges related to the lack of resources, the need for experience and expertise, inadequate traceability, insufficient tool support, and the need for more structured information [57] . They suggest a number of improvement areas, which include arranging meetings to discuss impact analysis and introducing tool and method support.
A recent survey on requirements volatility indicates that requirements changes have recurring nature and evaluating their consequences can be complex and time-consuming [18] . Other authors have reported challenges related to requirements change impact, such as the need for having several development roles involved to properly understand the impact [71] and difficulties in accurately predicting change management cost [39] . Challenges in tracing requirements and test cases and in maintaining alignment between them have been identified in a survey of six companies [2] .
Impact Analysis for Safety-Critical Systems
Publications focusing on impact analysis for safety-critical systems have dealt with the evolution of safety-targeted artefact types (e.g., safety cases), tool support, and safetyspecific concerns and challenges in system evolution.
Safety cases are arguably among the main evidence types for a safety-critical system. They are a documented argument aimed at providing a compelling, comprehensive, and valid case that a system is acceptably safe for a given application in a given operating environment [32] . Safety cases can be provided in only text or also with structured graphical representations in order to more clearly show how evidence supports the main arguments about the truth of a system's safety claims [47] . These safety arguments are typically based on the measures taken for ensuring that technical safety risks have been mitigated or avoided. The evolutionary nature of safety cases has been discussed in previous works such as [32] , [44] , [63] , which indicate that safety arguments should evolve and be created incrementally as system development progresses.
Conducting SECIA using safety cases can be very challenging because they typically contain hundreds of references to other artefacts for supporting their safety arguments, and these artefacts evolve during a system's lifecycle. Prior work studied the evolution of safety analyses and assessments [40] and the possible impact of architectural changes in safety cases [3] . Recent models for safety certification explicitly address SECIA needs (e.g., [13] ), such as the specification of the effects that a change in an artefact type can have in other types.
According to Lloyd and Reeve [41] , widely available tools can facilitate impact analysis of safety-critical systems, and change management can be tracked with workflow tools or wikis. The authors also argue for the suitability of manual procedures. However, we conjecture that such procedures will be too time-consuming and error-prone, and can have problems of scalability. ASCE and Reqtify are examples of commercial tools that have been referred to in the SECIA literature [35] , [44] , where Reqtify was used only in an avionics hardware development project.
An important aspect regarding tool support is tool qualification [35] , a formal assurance of output suitability. In many domains, the artefacts that a tool produces during a safetycritical system's lifecycle need to be formally reviewed unless the tool is qualified, including SECIA tools. In this sense, tools can be regarded as safety-critical because their malfunction can lead to safety risks. As an example, Reqtify is formally qualified for avionics and railway.
A survey with 52 practitioners [48] precedes our current study. The previous survey studied general safety evidence management practices regarding the information provided as evidence, evidence change management, structuring of evidence, evidence adequacy assessment, and challenges in evidence provision.
To better understand change management, the previous survey asked how the effect on other pieces of evidence was checked when a piece changed and whether details about how the change of a piece of evidence had affected others were managed. These aspects overlap with and are studied in more depth in this paper. The survey also asked how the degree of evidence completeness was checked and how traceability between different pieces of evidence was recorded.
The previous survey suggests that evidence change management is mainly performed manually and highlights the need for further analyses. Whereas the previous survey investigated general aspects of change management for safety evidence, the current study describes a completely new survey that was conducted to explore specific artefact types in depth. In addition, the current study provides novel insights into SECIA-specific situations, challenges, and tool support. Finally, the population of the survey reported in this paper is a subset of the population for [48] : practitioners involved in safety evidence management in general versus practitioners involved in SECIA, a part of safety evidence management.
Surveys among the partners of industry-academia research projects [50] , [59] have reported tools for the development and assurance of safety-critical systems suitable for impact analysis and change management purposes (e.g., Reqtify and VectorCAST). Although their contributions are valuable, these surveys focus on safety evidence management in general, and not on, for instance, how often different artefact types trigger SECIA. An interview study with engineers from four companies in different application domains [53] reports on the execution of safety analysis activities after requirements changes and on the need for allocating sufficient resources to handle change and for awareness of change impact on system safety.
Other authors have analysed information from previous projects to study impact analysis for safety-critical systems. Borg et al. analysed over 10,000 impact analysis reports from a company in the power and automation domain [5] . The authors identified both source code and other artefact types (e.g., requirements, design specifications, and test cases) involved in source code impact analysis in the past.
Case studies in the automotive domain indicate the advantages of adequate architecture structures for guiding impact analysis [16] , challenges for change management in relation to tool support and to systematic testing procedures [31] , and the use of safety cases as an impact analysis tool in system changes and with respect to system safety [65] . In the medical domain, problems related to traceability (e.g., unclear trace granularity) have been reported [42] , as well as previous system failures and issues such as incomplete impact analysis and insufficient verification and validation (V&V) after changes [68] .
Other identified challenges in impact analysis for safetycritical systems include: the impact of component reuse and evolution on safety [14] , determining if a component can be reused [25] , the vast amount of artefacts to trace and the need for safety assessors' confidence [46] , the need for planning and documenting impact analysis [55] , and the difficulty in ensuring system safety after a change [66] .
To summarize, the main differences between our survey and related work are as follows:
1) Prior SECIA-related empirical studies have dealt with a reduced number of application domains, countries, and safety standards. 2) Previous research has acknowledged the existence of many phenomena (e.g., artefact types involved in impact analysis or challenges faced by practitioners), but does not provide insights into how often the phenomena occur in SECIA. 3) Most prior work has only studied single or a reduced number of artefact types (e.g., source code). 4) Very little information exists about the tools used for SECIA in industry, and this information is practically non-existence for particular artefact types (e.g., assumptions and operation conditions). We have used observations in related work for creating the survey questionnaire (see Section 3.2) and discussing the results (Section 4). We also use the lack of information in related work for result discussion.
RESEARCH METHOD
We utilized the survey approach and employed a webbased questionnaire because of the following main advantages [17] , [48] , [54] , [62] : 1) They allow us to understand the views of many individuals that work in different companies or industries in a unified way 2) They support data collection for many variables in a short time 3) They offer unified data collection framed by survey questions 4) They bring the potential of collecting a larger number of responses than with interviews 5) When compared to interviewing practitioners in our industry network, a wider and more heterogeneous sample can be reached by advertising the survey in different industry-oriented forums Prior work delivers limited understanding of how SECIA is handled in practice. The available theories around SECIA are either partial for some phenomena or inexistent for other phenomena. For example, there is evidence that SECIA can be performed when a component is reused but not of how often it happens, and there is no evidence of the level of automation of SECIA from manual V&V results. To address this gap, we designed an exploratory survey aimed at investigating how SECIA is performed within its industrial context and at seeking new insights, ideas, and possible hypotheses for future research [56] . We collected and analysed both quantitative and qualitative data provided by practitioners via a selfadministered questionnaire.
We used the recommendations on surveys in software engineering research by Kitchenham and Pfleeger [34] as the main basis for defining and executing the research process. Some adaptation was necessary because of aspects specific to this survey, such as the analysis of free-text questions and the use of a social network for sampling.
The following sections present the research questions, survey design, instrument evaluation, data collection, data analysis, and validity. Further details about the research method can be found in [11] .
Research Questions
The goal of the survey was to gain insights into how industry deals with SECIA. As explained in Section 2.2, aspects that characterise how SECIA is addressed include when it is performed (e.g., for component reuse), the artefact types involved, the tool support used and the level of automation that it offers, and the challenges faced. The goal was decomposed into the following Research Questions (RQs).
RQ1. Under what circumstances is safety evidence change impact analysis addressed? RQ1.1. How often do these circumstances occur? The purpose of RQ1 and subsequent RQ1.1 is to explore the circumstances during a system's lifecycle when SECIA is actually conducted (general situations, and SECIA from and on specific artefact types), and how often these circumstances occur. For example, system re-certification is acknowledged as a situation in which evidence evolves and thus SECIA might be necessary [12] . However, the information about the frequency of this situation in industry has not been provided. Moreover, we aimed to study the artefact types that trigger SECIA and the artefact types affected by the changes. To the best of our knowledge, no publication has studied a large range of artefact types that can be involved in SECIA, or if some artefact types trigger SECIA more often than others.
RQ2. What tool support for safety evidence change impact analysis is currently used?
The purpose of RQ2 is to collect the information about the current level of automation for SECIA and the tools currently used by industry. Such tools include those used for storing evidence of safety evidence change management. There is little knowledge about SECIA supporting tools in relation to, for instance, safety cases. We have found only ASCE in the literature [44] The purpose of RQ3 is to explore the current issues in industry regarding SECIA. Many different SECIA challenges are acknowledged in the literature (see Section 2.2 for details), but there exists no in-depth study yet on how often practitioners face them and how practitioners consider that state-of-practice SECIA could be improved.
We acknowledge that further phenomena can be studied to gain insights into how industry deals with SECIA, such as the activities executed and the roles involved. In this survey, designed according to an expected completion time of 20 minutes (see Section 3.2), we decided to prioritise the above RQs.
Survey Design
We designed a structured cross-sectional web-based survey [34] , aimed at obtaining information from the participants at a fixed point in time based on their previous experience in dealing with SECIA. We used SurveyMonkey (https:// www.surveymonkey.net) as supporting tool. Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material, contains the final questionnaire.
The survey was targeted at practitioners that were or had been involved in SECIA. This included people who provided safety evidence (e.g., safety engineers or testers of a company that supplies components), people who checked safety evidence (e.g., an independent safety assessor), and people who requested safety evidence (e.g., a person that represents a certification authority). These professionals correspond to the target population. To ensure that we obtained valid information about practice, we explicitly provided this characterisation of the target population as well as the definition of SECIA in the introduction of the questionnaire. We also gathered the level of experience in SECIA (number of projects and years; Q7 and Q8), and asked about how often certain phenomena had happened (i.e., in how many projects; e.g., in Q9). Section 4 provides further details about the roles of the organizations and of the respondents of the survey sample.
The questionnaire was created taking related work into consideration. We adopted and adapted information in relation to:
Respondents' background [48] (Q2-Q8); SECIA situations [12] (Q9); Artefact types that can be used as safety evidence (Q11, Q13, Q15 and Q17), by synthesising and selecting artefact types from a taxonomy of safety evidence [48] (from 70 to 14 artefact types; e.g., Manual V&V Results as a generalisation of Inspection Results and Review Results) Likert scales on frequency [61] (Q9, Q11, Q13, and Q20); Levels of automation [52] (Q15), and; Challenges in impact analysis and SECIA (Q20):
Difficulty in estimating the effort required to manage a change (e.g., [14] ); Too coarse granularity of the traceability between artefacts to accurately know the consequences of a change (e.g., [18] ) Excessive detail of the traceability between artefacts, making traceability management more complex than necessary for impact analysis purposes (e.g., [25] ) Unclear meaning of the traceability between artefacts in order to know how to manage a change (e.g., [42] ) Insufficient traceability between artefacts to accurately know the consequences of a change (e.g., [46] ) Long time for evaluating the consequences of a change (e.g., [46] ) Insufficient confidence by assessor or certifiers in having managed a change properly (e.g., [46] ) Vast number of artefacts to trace (e.g., [48] ) Insufficient tool support (e.g., [48] ) Lack of a systematic process for performing impact analysis (e.g., [49] ) Difficulty in determining the effect of a change on system safety (e.g., [49] ) Difficulty in deciding if a component can be reused (e.g., [57] ) Difficulty in assessing system-level impact of component reuse (e.g., [66] ) The pages and the options of the questions were presented in a randomized order to mitigate threats to validity, particularly errors and omissions due to respondents' fatigue. Definitions and clarifications were provided for those parts of the questionnaire in which the risk of misinterpretations was identified. For example, we provided examples of the artefact types used as safety evidence the first time they appeared in a questionnaire page. Respondents were given the possibility to mention other options in the questions.
Instrument Evaluation
We evaluated the survey questions in two stages (i.e., with two pilots). First, we invited two senior software engineering researchers (one of them with experience in safetycritical systems) and one safety-critical system developer to read the questionnaire and provide feedback on its readability, understandability, potential ambiguities, and length. The feedback led to the removal of four questions and to improving several (e.g., adding an explanation about internal tools in Q17 and allowing respondents to indicate "I don't know" in Q11). Second, we requested one safety assessor, one safety assurance manager, and one safetycritical system developer to complete the revised version of the questionnaire and to provide feedback on the same points. This evaluation resulted in the removal of two questions and in some minor clarifications.
The final version of the questionnaire consisted of 23 questions and it was estimated to require maximum 20 minutes to complete.
Data Collection
Data collection started on November 21st of 2013 and finished on January 11th of 2014. We advertised the survey on several LinkedIn groups related to safety-critical systems. Some groups were on specific application domains (e.g., automotive), some on specific safety standards (e.g., IEC 61508), and others on more general subjects (e.g., functional safety). The complete list of groups can be found in [11] . This advertisement was aimed at reaching a large number of practitioners of the target population (see Section 3.2) worldwide, and with different backgrounds. Two reminders were posted on each group. The benefits of using LinkedIn have been discussed in the literature (e.g., [15] ), and include the increase in subjects' heterogeneity, the increase in the level of confidence in the representativeness of a sample, and the possibility of reaching a population for which no centralized bodies of professionals exist.
In addition, we advertised the survey on two mailing lists on safety-critical systems (general-opencoss@listserver.tue.nl and systemsafety@lists.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de). We knew that some members of the lists were part of the target population. This second advertisement aimed to complement the social network advertisement, since we could not know how many practitioners would regularly check the updates on LinkedIn. One reminder was posted on each mailing list.
Finally, we contacted practitioners that we personally knew and participants of the prior survey [48] that agreed upon being contacted for follow-up studies. In both cases, we asked the practitioners to forward the invitation to additional relevant colleagues. We sent one reminder to the practitioners that we personally knew.
Regarding the size of the population, we refrain from providing an estimate because we could not sufficiently substantiate it. Even if we use the number of members of the LinkedIn groups and the mailing lists as a basis, we cannot accurately estimate the number of members involved in SECIA. The groups and the lists are on topics more general than SECIA (e.g., functional safety) and some people might be members of multiple LinkedIn groups.
Data Analysis
We obtained 129 responses, and rejected 28 of those because the respondents only completed the background information. We examined the remaining 101 responses to detect careless responses [43] that should be rejected. Responses were considered careless if they fulfilled one of the following criteria: (a) the response did not provide relevant information (e.g., the respondent only indicated "I don't know" to all the questions answered); (b) the response contained clear and significant inconsistencies (e.g., between Q9 and Q11), or; (c) the response displayed patterns for which we could not find a justification (e.g., selection of "always" for all the options of the questions about the frequency of some phenomenon in Q9).
The final number of valid responses was 97 (75.2 percent of all responses), including incomplete but non-careless responses, as long as they provided answers to some RQs. The respondents that completed the whole questionnaire, and that in our opinion did not make any interruptions (less than 40 minutes of completion time), needed 20 minutes and 47 seconds on average.
Afterwards, we reviewed the free-text responses. We unified some answers so that they had the same format. For example, DO-178 was referred to in different ways (e.g., DO178). We conducted open coding on the answers to the question about the respondents' role (Q6) and to another about how they think that SECIA could be improved (Q22). This resulted in the iterative creation of a classification for the two questions. For example, a respondent indicated "software designer and architect" as his role, which was classified first as software engineer and finally as engineer, and another respondent indicated "section manager for hardware development", which was classified first as product manager and finally as manager [11] . We provide details about the coding on how SECIA could be improved in Section 4.
The first author conducted the initial unification and coding of answers. The third author validated the outcome from answer unification and coding of respondents' role. For the answers on how to improve SECIA, the second author coded them with the codes defined by the first author in the first, initial open coding iteration. They then discussed the answers to which different codes had been assigned and the possibility of adjusting the codes and their definitions. The codes and their definitions were refined, and then the first author revised the coding scheme. The second author reviewed the outcome, both authors discussed the revision, and they finally agreed upon the final coding.
In the last step of the data analysis, we calculated Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficients [22] for the ordinal scale questions, including the questions about respondents' experience (Q7 and Q8). We aimed to study the relationship between the occurrences of the corresponding phenomena and determine if e.g., some appear to co-occur. Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material, shows an example of how the coefficients can be calculated.
Validity
We discuss validity according to the four perspectives presented by Wohlin et al. [69] , complemented by survey-specific validity aspects [19] , [20] , [34] .
Construct validity is concerned with the relationship between a theory behind an investigation and its observation. Construct validity affects the rest of the validity perspectives. As explained above, the current insights into SECIA practice are limited, thus there is not a fully developed theory yet. Nonetheless, we consider that an initial theory can be derived from prior publications (see Section 2) and we used these publications as a basis in the survey to e.g., create the questionnaire (see Section 3.2).
We guaranteed confidentiality and anonymity of the individual responses and allowed the respondents to complete the survey without identifying themselves in order to mitigate potential threats to collection of inaccurate information due to evaluation apprehension. Providing predefined lists in the questionnaire (e.g., of challenges) based on the literature on software and systems engineering is a limitation of this study. This threat was mitigated by allowing the respondents to specify additional information. Selecting a subset of SECIA phenomena to ask about (RQs topics) and discarding others (e.g., SECIA activities) affect content validity. Furthermore, the phrasing of questions can be a threat to construct validity, including face validity. We mitigated this threat by creating the questionnaire with close reference to related work and with the two-stage instrument evaluation. The background information collected contributes to criterion validity.
Internal validity deals with the relationship between a treatment and its results. We provided an introduction to the survey to make the respondent familiar with the context of the study and the kind of information to provide. This contributes to result validity. When ambiguity could exist, we included information about the intent of the questions and definitions of the terminology used. Instrument evaluation allowed us to mitigate ambiguity and misinterpretation (instrumentation threat). Designing the survey instrument so that it could be completed in approximately 20 minutes helped to mitigate maturation. We applied a non-random sampling strategy, thus selection bias was not fully avoided. Moreover, the performance of the volunteers may be different from the entire population's performance. Although 25 percent of the responses were discarded (attrition threat), we are confident that the results provide a valid picture of SECIA in practice (see the discussion in Section 4).
Conclusion validity is concerned with obstacles to draw correct conclusions from a study. Obtaining a heterogeneous sample of respondents, of which most can be regarded as senior practitioners (five or more years or projects of experience; see Section 4), contributes to conclusion validity. Based on the recommendations by Kitchenham et al. [33] , we focused on the analysis of strong (corr. > 0.59) and very strong (corr. > 0.74) correlations to identify relationships of practical importance between phenomena. The p-values of these correlations are below 1e-08. We use the lack of strong or very strong correlations and the existence of weak or very weak ones (corr. < 0.3) as indications that the relevance in practice of some relationships cannot be guaranteed. Although further correlations could have been calculated, we did not do it to avoid fishing for results.
Conclusion validity is further strengthened by observer triangulation in answer unification and coding. Nonetheless, we estimate that a minimal risk remains of having misinterpreted some free-text answers. Other threats to conclusion validity relate to the amount of free-text responses and to correlation interpretation. A low number of free-text responses impacts the extent to which a phenomenon is characterised from the survey. Readers must be careful when interpreting correlations because e.g., they do not indicate cause-effect.
External validity is concerned with the generalization of the conclusions. We believe that the results constitute a good representation of SECIA in practice. It is uncommon that a survey on a narrow topic in systems and software engineering receives almost 100 valid responses. In addition, the sample is heterogeneous, more heterogeneous than in related surveys (e.g., [48] ) regarding the number of countries, application domains, and safety standards represented. Although the number of respondents from Sweden (17; see Section 4) could be considered high, we expect that it has a minor impact on external validity. Overall, the rest of the background information is similar to [48] , and we argue that it sufficiently covers industry characteristics. For example, respondents' background is in line the characteristics of LinkedIn groups. The domain-specific group in which the survey was advertised with the highest number of members was on aerospace and the standard-specific group was on DO-178. The group on ISO 13849 had around a fourth of the members of the group on ISO 26262, and some emerging country-specific groups (e.g., for India) exist. The organization and respondents' roles also cover the whole value chain of safetycritical systems engineering, and we consider that USA and Europe are world leaders in safety-critical systems engineering and assurance (see e.g., [23] , [32] , [37] , [47] , [50] , [55] ).
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
This section reports upon and interprets the survey results. A section has been created for each principal RQ (RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3), and these sections are decomposed into specific aspects for answering the RQs. We discuss the possible implications for research and practice and compare the results with related work. Section 4.4 presents a summary. Tables 1 to 5 present survey results. The cells with bold text indicate the mode of the phenomenon under study (i.e., for each row), whereas the shaded cells indicate the most often reported phenomenon for each possible answer (i.e., for each column). For example, in Table 1 (frequency of situations for SECIA) the mode of Modification of a new system during its development is "most projects", and Reuse of existing components in a new system is the situation most often reported as happening in "some projects". The results are presented as frequencies in percentages (ratio of respondents) and data points (in brackets). We report all the strong and very strong correlations found between ordinal scale questions (Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficients; corr. > 0.59 and corr. > 0.74, respectively; p < 1e À 08). Fig. 2 summarises the respondents' demographics. For the application domains, countries, and safety standards, we only present the answers provided by three or more respondents. The complete lists and descriptions of the safety standards are available in [11] . Based on the sample characteristics, and as discussed in the next paragraphs and in Section 3.6, we consider our sample to be representative of the safety-critical system industry.
Aerospace dominates the 16 application domains represented in the survey. The respondents mentioned 47 individual safety standards, with DO-178 as the most frequent. Thirty-four respondents reported more than one safety standard. The respondents had worked upon SECIA in 28 individual countries while 26 respondents specified more than one country. USA was the country indicated by the highest number of respondents. Most of the companies for which the respondents worked were developing final systems, and most of the respondents were engineers, had five or more years of experience in SECIA, or had been involved in five or more projects. All the respondents reported the occurrence of some SECIA phenomenon in some project.
Circumstances under Which Safety Evidence
Change Impact Analysis Is Addressed (RQ1)
RQ1 was answered by 84 out of 97 respondents (questions Q9-14 of the questionnaire; Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material).
Situations Frequency
The results summarized in Table 1 show that SECIA is an activity that the respondents had dealt with in several situations. Modification of a new system during its development is the situation with the highest median ("most projects"), most frequently indicated as happening in every project, and the least frequently indicated as never happening. Fig. 3 shows the number of situations reported by the respondents. Most of the respondents reported involvement in more than six situations. Research institution, development tool vendor, and system user are the only organization roles for which no respondent reported involvement in all the situations.
The only strong correlation found for the situations for SECIA is between Modification of a new system during its development and Modification of a new system as a result of its V&V (corr. ¼ 0.6). This relationship appears reasonable because system development and V&V are usually regarded as intertwined [2] , thus they can be intertwined for SECIA too.
Fewer respondents than expected reported that they had never dealt with SECIA for Re-certification of an existing system for a different standard and Re-certification of an existing system for a different application domain. We consider this an indication that SECIA in these situations happens more often ('non-never' answers) than most people think. Our pre-understanding is based on discussions among different practitioners and researchers. Given the difficulty in cost-effectively managing re-certification in these situations [13] , research efforts targeted at the situations are necessary. They can have an important impact, and the number of publications dealing with safety assurance and certification for different standards and domains is very small [47] . The need for re-certification (and thus for SECIA) and the associated effort and cost are also among the main demotivating factors for system modifications [12] . Practitioners have also reported that system re-certification poses challenges for provision of safety evidence in general [48] .
Regarding additional situations in which the respondents reported to have been involved in SECIA when asked about them (Q10), we consider it particularly interesting to study the practices after accidents (reported by one respondent) and for system of systems reuse (reported by another respondent). Our hypothesis is that SECIA after an accident might be performed more thoroughly than in other situations, as no one wants to be blamed for a second accident. Similarly, SECIA for systems of systems seems to be a situation in which existing practices might not be effective and efficient. The size and complexity of these systems very likely give rise to new challenges for SECIA, or make other challenges more difficult to address. Table 2 shows how often the respondents had performed SECIA as a consequence of changes in different artefact types. Column "N" indicates the number of respondents that provided an answer other than "I don't know". The median of six out of the 14 artefact types (Design Specifications, Requirements Specifications, Safety Analysis Results, Source Code, Test Case Specifications, and Traceability Specifications) is in "most projects", and the mode for all these artefact types is in "every project". Requirements Specifications is the artefact type most commonly reported as triggering SECIA in every project and with the highest ratio of answers other than "never".
Frequency of Impact Analysis from Artefact Types
Overall, the results are in line with insights from related work. Requirements changes and thus subsequent impact analyses are commonly acknowledged as frequent occurrences [18] . SECIA from the artefact types was expected based on prior work (see Section 2.2), but its relative frequency was unknown for most artefact types. It was hard to judge for instance the extent to which SECIA is performed from Safety Cases. The results also uncover an important gap in prior research: Safety Analysis Results seem to trigger SECIA in most projects, but their evolutionary nature and impact analysis from them have received little attention. 20.2% (17) 17.9% (15) 10.7% (9) 1.2% (1)
Few projects/ Never
Re-certification of an existing system for a different application domain 84 59.5% (50) 13.1% (11) 15.5% (13) 10.7% (9) 1.2%
Never Fig. 3 . Number of situations reported by the respondents.
When asked about further artefact types from which SECIA was performed, the individual free-text responses referred to: a) Critical component maintenance information for security assurance b) Project methodology and regulation authority documentation c) Compliance plans d) Means for verification We argue that this additional information shows two characteristics of the current state of practice. First, there is a growing interest in the relation between safety and security. Second, changes in safety standards and how to perform SECIA according to these changes is an important concern, including changes in the way to comply with the standards. Table 3 shows how often the artefact types had been affected by changes to the body of safety evidence. Column "N" indicates the number of respondents that provided an answer other than "I don't know". Manual V&V results obtained the highest median, whereas Requirements Specifications were reported as being affected in every project by the highest ratio of respondents.
Frequency of Change Impact on Artefact Types
These results, in combination with those in Table 2 , indicate that Requirements Specifications probably have the most important role in SECIA, whereas Personnel Competence Specifications probably have the least important one. A possible explanation for the latter can be that personnel competence rarely changes during a system's lifecycle because of the stringent requirements from safety standards on the involved people's experience and education. Another reason could be that Personnel Competence Specifications barely depend on other artefact types, and vice-versa. Nonetheless, we show below that some strong correlations with Personnel Competence Specifications have been found.
It can be interesting to compare the differences between the use of the artefact types as safety evidence (according to Nair et al. [48] ) and their role as SECIA triggers and as affected by changes. For example, Requirements Specifications was reported to be used as evidence by 87 percent of the participants in [48] . Among the respondents that provided information about RQ1, 89 percent reported SECIA from the artefact type and 85 percent reported change impact. All these figures are very close, which can be interpreted as an indicator of the changing nature of requirements. The same applies to Design Specifications, Test Case Specifications, and Traceability Specifications. When asked about further artefact types affected by changes, the respondents referred again to security information and to compliance plans (one respondent each).
No strong or very strong correlations have been identified between the situations in Table 1 and the artefact types  in Tables 2 and 3 . Therefore, we cannot claim that the frequency of SECIA from certain artefact types, or of change impact on them, greatly depends on the situation in which a SECIA is performed. Fig. 4 shows all the strong and very strong correlations identified between the artefact types as SECIA triggers (results in Table 2 ) and as types affected by changes (results in Table 3 ). The values of these correlations are provided in Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material. Their p-values are below 1e-08.
Correlations Between Artefact Types
For example, Requirements Specifications and Traceability Specifications are strongly correlated both as SECIA triggers ( in Fig. 4 ) and as affected by changes ( in Fig. 4) , and Architecture Specifications as SECIA trigger are strongly correlated to Test Case Specifications as affected by changes ( in Fig. 4 Tables 2 and 3 for a given artefact type ( in the diagonal of Fig. 4) . We refer to these correlations as correlations of an artefact type with itself, and interpret them as either (1) correlations between individual components of a given artefact type (e.g., requirements in Requirements Specifications, classes in Source Code, or elements of System Lifecycle Plans), or (2) correlations between instances of a given artefact type (e.g., individual functional specifications for Requirements Specifications, different Source Code files, or various verification reports for Manual V&V Results). For the correlations of an artefact type with itself, only one correlation is shown in Fig. 4 (i.e., instead of ) because the correlation from Table 2 to Table 3 is the same as from Table 3 to  Table 2 . Fig. 5 synthesises all the correlations between artefact types by means of a graph. The figure shows which pairs of artefact types have some strong correlation (only strong correlations) and which have both strong and very strong correlation. Artefact types with a strong or very strong correlation with themselves are also indicated.
We interpret these correlations as the evidence of the joint involvement of the artefact types in SECIA. More importantly, these correlations indicate relationships whose documentation and maintenance is arguably of utmost importance. The relationships show the artefact types that will likely be involved in SECIA when other types are. This kind of information is not provided in detail in safety standards but can help practitioners know the artefact types to consider in a SECIA. Standards typically only state that system suppliers need to analyse impact as a result of system or software changes and maintenance, and to determine reassessment needs after a change.
We identified 17 strong correlations and four very strong correlations between the artefact types as SECIA triggers. A possible explanation for this is that SECIA is performed for pairs of artefact types (e.g., Requirements Specifications and Design Specifications) in a same SECIA effort or in related activities.
There is a very strong correlation between Requirements Specifications and Source Code as SECIA triggers (corr. ¼ 0.82). A possible explanation for this correlation might be that requirements change after source code has already been implemented. Such a change could happen for example at late system development stages or when a new version of a system is developed. The very strong correlation between Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications and Safety Analysis Results (corr. ¼ 0.75) confirms the importance of the former artefact type for creating the latter. The same applies to the very strong correlation between Requirements Specifications and Design Specifications (corr. ¼ 0.78). The very strong correlation between Source Code and Test Case Specifications (corr. ¼ 0.75) also seems logical to us. It is noteworthy that no strong correlation as SECIA triggers has been found between some pairs of artefact types commonly studied together in the literature, e.g., Requirements Specifications and Architecture Specifications.
We found 27 strong correlations between the artefact types that were reported as affected by changes. Again, Requirements Specifications and Design Specifications are very strongly correlated (corr. ¼ 0.78), and it is the only very strong correlation between artefact types as affected by changes.
We detected 25 strong correlations and one very strong correlation regarding artefact types as SECIA triggers and as affected by changes. These correlations indicate the existence of many important relationships between the artefact types for impact analysis sequences. We interpret the very strong correlation of Source Code with itself (corr. ¼ 0.76) as a clear indicator of ripple effects on safety-critical source code.
Nine pairs of artefact types in Fig. 4 Conditions Specifications These pairs can be regarded as the most relevant for SECIA in practice. It is important to note that prior research has studied most of them. Nonetheless, publications on SECIA and traceability related to Manual V&V Results are scarce [47] , and some pairs (5-9) have been considerably less studied than others (1-4).
Approaches for analysing previous impact analysis reports such as the one presented by Borg et al. [5] can facilitate further analyses of all these relationships and provide new insights. This approach supports the analysis of how changes in a given artefact type affect other artefact types, and of the extent to which the changes propagate.
One result subject to interpretation is change impact on Safety Cases. A safety case corresponds to a collection of references to other artefacts to justify system safety and compliance. Therefore, changes in the referred artefacts affect safety and compliance justification. Looking at the medians, change impact on Safety Cases ("some projects", Table 3 ) seems to be less often than SECIA triggered from other six artefact types ("most projects"; Table 2 ). In addition, Safety Cases have no strong or very strong correlation as affected by changes when other artefact types trigger SECIA (Fig. 4) . These results suggest that potential change impacts on Safety Cases, as a result of SECIA from referred artefacts, do not lead to actual changes to this artefact type.
We find three possible explanations. First, changes in other artefact types might be made before a safety case refers to them. Second, although some artefacts are referred to in a safety case, their changes might not impact the safety case. Third, industry might not be adequately addressing how changes in the body of safety evidence impact a safety case. Indeed, the insights that we provide can raise some concerns on how safety case evolution is managed.
It is recognised as a good practice to incrementally and iteratively create safety cases [32] , as instances of other artefact types are created and maintained. In fact, this approach is recommended in some safety standards, explicitly (e.g., Defence Standard 00-56) or implicitly (e.g., EN 50129). Consequently, it would be logical that the median for Safety Cases in Table 3 was higher than "some projects", and that Safety Cases had strong or very strong correlations with more artefact types (e.g., Architecture Specifications, in line with [3] ). Albeit "every project" was the mode for Safety Cases in Table 3 , 28.8 percent of the respondents indicated that Safety Cases had never been affected by changes or had been affected in few projects.
Given the importance of safety cases, we argue that how they are affected by changes in other artefact types and how their evolution is managed are two areas that require further research. Safety case creation during late system development phases can lead to deficiencies such as confirmation bias and thus decrease their credibility. Many experts have discussed the adequacy of and the need for safety case regimes for safety-critical systems based on their own insights or single case studies (e.g., [37] ). Our study appears to be the first that empirically shows that many practitioners might not be adequately managing safety case evolution.
As an overall conclusion, we argue that further research efforts on impact analysis for safety-critical systems are necessary. More specifically, we believe that further investigations on impact analysis regarding safety-targeted artefact types are essential, especially for those with over half a dozen strong or very strong correlations (Safety Analysis Results, Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications, Manual V&V Results, and Safety Cases). Their adequate change management is essential for ensuring safety, especially for software-intensive systems. It has been acknowledged that many practitioners fail to understand and identify software safety risks (e.g., [37] ), including software change impact on system safety.
Finally, a question remains why only one strong correlation has been found between Tool-Supported V&V Results and the rest of artefact types. Someone could expect a higher number of strong or very strong correlations, higher than for Manual V&V Results, and a higher correlation with Test Cases Specifications or Source Code. Changes in these artefacts might impact, for instance, existing testing results. The results suggest that Test Cases Specifications and Source Code most commonly change before Tool-Supported V&V Results are available.
Tool Support for Safety Evidence Change
Impact Analysis (RQ2)
Eighty-four out of 97 respondents provided information for answering RQ2 (questions Q15-19 of the questionnaire; Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material).
Level of Automation in Safety Evidence
Change Impact Analysis Table 4 shows the level of automation for the tool support used for SECIA when the artefact types change. Column (7) 1.4% (1) 0% (0) Fully Manual "N" indicates the number of respondents that provided an answer other than "I don't know". The levels of SECIA automation were defined based on a previous study on human interaction with automation [52] :
Fully manual: no automation in the process; e.g., impact determined by reading documentation and asking colleagues. Decision support available: limited support for narrowing down a selection of possible impact; e.g., search tool used to seek impact, repositories easy to browse thanks to information structure. Semi-automated recommendations: tools suggest artefacts that might be impacted but humans must confirm. Highly automated recommendations: tools report impact and humans have the authority to veto the suggestions. Automatic impact analysis: tools determine the impact without human involvement. Except for the Source Code artefact type, the median for all artefact types is "decision support available" or "fully manual". In addition, the mode is different from "fully manual" only for three artefact types. These responses imply that SECIA is most often performed manually. Such manual work is not only time consuming and error prone, but might also lead to mistakes when detecting safety and compliance risks. Overall, the high number of "fully manual" responses is surprising because many basic tools with some search functionality such as Excel and Word (reported as used for SECIA; see Section 4.2.2) are probably available at the respondent's organizations. It remains for further investigation whether the awareness of these tools was low or the functionality that they provide is insufficient for SECIA.
SECIA from Requirements Specifications was reported as "fully manual" by 40 percent of the respondents, despite the existence of many requirements management tools that provide some automated support [9] , and the relatively higher level of automation reported for Traceability Specifications. It is unexpected to us that 31.5 percent of the respondents indicated that SECIA from Source Code was "fully manual", since Source Code is typically created in development environments (i.e., software tools) that offer various automation features.
The level of automation for Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications could raise some concerns. It is not only the artefact type for which SECIA has been most frequently reported as "fully manual", but also a type whose inadequate change management led to e.g., the well-known accident of Ariane 5 in 1996 [37] and other more recent accidents or near-accidents in the space domain and in transportation systems [23] . Moreover, most of the respondents had dealt with SECIA from Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications (Table 2 ) and with Re-certification of an existing system for a different operational context (Table 1) . To some extent, this result suggests that prevention measures to avoid prior accidents could be improved. Furthermore, Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications are essential for any safety-critical system, as they can only be deemed safe for a given operational context [32] .
Regarding the relationships between the levels of automation for various artefact types, we found strong correlations
-Supported V&V Results (corr. ¼ 0.61), and Source Code and Safety Cases (corr. ¼ 0.67). These relationships make us suspect that there is tool support that can automate SECIA from both artefact types of these pairs, e.g., DOORS or some internal tool according to the results in Section 4.2.2. This hypothesis should be further investigated.
We have not found any strong or very strong correlations between the level of automation and the SECIA situations and artefact types (RQ1). This lack of correlations suggests that the level of automation does not vary much among the industrial contexts studied for RQ1.
Individual free-text responses emphasised that:
a) The level of automation is increasing b) SECIA qualified tools are important and necessary c) Although tools are used, change impact is always assessed manually d) More advanced tools, whose results can be used as evidence, are necessary for evidence review This additional information indicates that some practitioners regard the level of automation as increasing, but they still expect improvements -especially on tool qualification. The use of qualified tools would imply that manual assessment would not be necessary in (c), and that certification authorities would accept (d).
The results outlined in Table 4 confirm several observations from previous work. Research often focuses on impact analysis for Source Code [36] , which has led to a considerable number of automated source code impact analysis proposals and thus more possible automated solutions for practice. Traceability information plays a major role for impact analysis and is typically maintained with some supporting tool [9] , [55] . Therefore, we expected that most respondents reported some SECIA automation for Traceability Specifications. Previous work suggests that the overall level of SECIA automation is low (e.g., [21] , [57] , [64] ), and also that automatic change impact seems to be used for some artefact types [48] .
Our study refines these general insights by providing evidence of the level of automation for each artefact type, gathered from a much larger sample of practitioners. The level of automation seems to vary among the artefact types, and the existence of many commercial tools for managing certain artefact types (e.g., Requirements Specifications) does not result in a much higher level of SECIA automation. Finally, there seems to be a research gap in impact analysis automation for Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications, Manual V&V Results, Personnel Competence Specifications, Reused Components Information, Safety Cases, and System Lifecycle Plans.
Tools for Safety Evidence Change Impact Analysis
The respondents listed 98 different tools for SECIA purposes. Traceability Specifications and Requirements Specifications are the artefact types for which the highest ratio of respondents indicated some tool support (Fig. 6) , whereas the highest variation of tools was found for Source Code (Fig. 7) . Internal tools were reported as used for SECIA from all the artefact types and tailored extensions of commercial tools for most artefact types, see Fig. 8 . Only two commercial tools (VeroTrace and DOORS) were mentioned for more than half of the artefact types. However, only one respondent reported the use of VeroTrace. Some model-based tools (e.g., Artisan Studio, ASCE, and Rhapsody) were reported for 10 out of the 14 artefact types (71.4 percent). A summary of the tools for storing SECIA evidence and for SECIA from each artefact type is shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. These figures list the tools reported by at least two respondents. Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material, provides a description of these tools. Information about the rest of tools reported by the respondents can be found in [11] . When reporting the use of compilers for SECIA, we understand that the respondents referred to software development environments.
Tools that are not specifically targeted at SECIA or systems engineering such as Excel and Word seem to be commonly used. Internal tools are the most frequently used for nine out of the 14 artefact types, and DOORS had the highest number of respondents reporting its use for a given artefact type (Requirements Specifications and Traceability Specifications). Thirty-seven different tools were mentioned for storing SECIA evidence, with internal tools mentioned most frequently.
Reviewing the results in the context of related work, our survey identified an extensive number of tools involved in SECIA. Prior publications [36] , [47] have paid little attention to the use of basic tools (e.g., Excel and Word) for impact analysis purposes, and some tools usually mentioned in the literature (e.g., JRipples) do not seem to have been adopted for safety-critical systems. Our survey provides evidence of how often tools are applied in industry for SECIA. The evidence includes practitioners' use of internal tools, the extension of commercial tools, the adoption of general-purpose tools, and the use of models. Based on our results and past surveys [48] , [50] , [59] , DOORS appears to be one of the main tools for safety-critical system engineering and assurance.
The results help bridge the gap between the insights, assumptions, and claims presented in the literature and the state of the practice. In this sense, we argue that researchers should be careful when making statements regarding the suitability of impact analysis tools, or the need for them. Although more tool support is probably necessary, we wonder if, for instance, research on new source code impact analysis tools should be prioritized, given the high number of commercially available tools. The remaining question is what kind of new SECIA tool support is necessary, especially taking into account the challenges perceived by the respondents (Section 4.3) , and thus what specific tool aspects should be investigated. Tools that integrate and use safety evidence meta-information from different sources for SECIA seem to be highly desirable [48] .
Challenges in Safety Evidence Change Impact Analysis (RQ3)
Ninety out of the 97 respondents provided information for answering RQ3 (questions Q20-22 of the questionnaire; Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material). Table 5 provides the frequencies of the experienced SECIA challenges. No challenge has "never" or "every project" as the mode. While almost 100 tools for SECIA were reported (Section 4.2.2), the challenge with the highest median is Insufficient tool support. When analysing the relationship between pairs of challenges and between the challenges and other phenomena, we only identified a strong correlation between the challenges Difficulty in assessing system-level impact of component reuse and Difficulty in deciding if a component can be reused (corr. ¼ 0.61; p < 1e À 08). This correlation could be expected because both challenges refer to component reuse. The lack of relevant correlations with SECIA circumstances (RQ1) suggests that the challenges do not occur more often in certain situations or when dealing with certain artefact types.
Challenges Frequency
We find it interesting that the correlation between the respondents' experience (see Fig. 2 ) and the frequency of the challenges is very weak, weak, or very close to weak (À0.32 < ¼ corr. < ¼ À0.1; average corr. ¼ À0. 19 ). This suggests that the challenges are visible as soon as someone gets involved in SECIA and that experience rarely mitigates them. This finding is of particular importance for experiments on SECIA in which students are subjects, especially on SECIA challenges. It should not be claimed that the results of the experiments would necessarily differ with experienced practitioners.
We cannot claim that a higher level of SECIA automation will decrease the frequency of the challenges because we have not found any strong or very strong correlation in that matter. This may seem counterintuitive for the Insufficient tool support challenge, which has weak or very weak correlations with the level of SECIA automation for each artefact type (À0.27 < ¼ corr. < ¼ 0.02; average corr. ¼ À0.15). We consider that better tool support is beyond simple automation such as the identification of potential impacts. Tools can further guide users when performing SECIA, indicating e.g., how to manage the impact.
We received the following information in the individual free-text answers about further challenges: a) Difficulty in understanding and following safety standards' indications b) Difficulty in assessing safety impact using the available trace data c) Lack of detail in existing data justification (e.g., trace link but no explanation), making it difficult to know if change compromises the justification d) Insufficient attention to traceability e) Finding the right balance between fine and coarse traceability 
Some projects
Vast number of artefacts to trace 90 7.8% (7) 15.6% (14) 35.6% (32) 25.6% (23) 15.6% (14)
Too coarse granularity of the traceability between artefacts to accurately know the consequences of a change 90 10%
25.5% (23) 26.7% (24) 28.9% (26) 8.9% (8)
Insufficient traceability between artefacts to accurately know the consequences of a change 90 5.6% (5) 25.6% (23) 32.2% (29) 28.9% (26) 7.8% (7)
Difficulty in determining the effect of a change on system safety 90 4.4% (4) 23.3% (21) 38.9% (35) 24.4% (22) 8.9% (8)
Long time for evaluating the consequences of a change 90 5.6% (5) 27.8% (25) 34.4% (31) 25.6% (23) 6.7% (6) Some projects Difficulty in assessing system-level impact of component reuse 90 10% (9) 28.9% (26) 38.9% (35) 18.9% (17) 3.3% (3)
Unclear meaning of the traceability between artefacts in order to know how to manage a change 90 15.6% (14) 26.7% (24) 35.6% (32) 17.8% (16) 4.4% (4)
Insufficient confidence by assessor or certifiers in having managed a change properly 90 20% (18) 27.8% (25) 32.2% (29) 16.7% (15) 3.3% (3)
Lack of a systematic process for performing impact analysis 90 12.2% (11) 28.9% (26) 27.8% (25) 20% (18) 11.1% (10)
Difficulty in deciding if a component can be reused
30% (27) 31.1% (28) 14.4% (13) 3.3% (3)
Few projects
Excessive detail of the traceability between 90 25.6% (23) 32.2% (29) 26.7% (24) 11.1% (10)
4.4% (4)
Few projects artefacts, making traceability management more complex than necessary for impact analysis purposes f) Traceability between all the different environments and tools used in system lifecycle g) Difficulty in tracing the origin and real date of a change cause h) Inefficient SECIA and variability in how to address it depending on the artefacts involved i) Lack of an efficient regression verification strategy j) Feature creep (scope creep), lack of support or documentation for programming language, undocumented source code, and ageing legacy systems k) Lack of automated support for effort estimation l) Involvement of many different people and organisations (sub-suppliers, customers, system engineers, safety engineers, lawyers. . .), with different interests m) Change assessors' lack of knowledge to adequately assess an impact or subsequent impact(s) n) Management's lack of knowledge about risks o) Pressure to meet project time scale, and insufficient staff with the right level of competence Although most of these challenges are acknowledged in the literature (e.g., [2] , [13] , [42] , [46] ), the respondents provided new details, e.g., in (c), (h), (l), and (m). Many answers also specialise some of the fixed challenges provided in Q20. For example, "Difficulty in assessing safety impact using the available trace data" can be regarded as a specialisation of Difficulty in determining the effect of a change on system safety. In our opinion, the combined set of challenges (those in the questionnaire and those mentioned by the respondents) shows that SECIA is very demanding and it should be carefully planned, performed, and verified. Indeed, Q21 was the free-text question for indicating additional information with the highest number of answers, considerably higher than for the others. The social challenges of SECIA (e.g., (l)) might be more difficult to address because they could require a change of attitude towards how to perform SECIA, not only the use of e.g., some new tool or guidance.
When comparing the results from Q20 and Q21 with the challenges reported by Nair et al. [48] , we find that issues related to confidence in evidence, application of safety standards, evidence structuring and traceability, and component reuse are common to provision of safety evidence (i.e., the phenomenon under study in [48] ) and SECIA (the focus of this study). Therefore, it seems that these aspects can affect the whole assurance process of a safety-critical system.
How to Improve Safety Evidence Change Impact Analysis
Seventy-six respondents provided information about how SECIA could be improved. We identified three main improvement areas: Information aspects, Process aspects, and Tool aspects. These areas were identified through the coding procedure described in Section 3.5, and are decomposed into the following sub-areas (answer codes). Information aspects referred to the need for more information related to or for SECIA execution:
Communication: information exchange among those involved in SECIA activities Data used for analysis: pieces of data that are consulted when deciding upon how to perform SECIA activities Guidance: information available for guiding SECIA Knowledge: existing information about how to deal with SECIA Safety cases: documented system safety justification SECIA process transparency: degree of knowledge about SECIA activities for those not directly involved in the activities Standards: industrially-accepted best practices followed for ensuring system safety System specifications: artefacts describing system structure, behaviour, or constraints Traceability: relationship between two artefacts Training: knowledge acquisition for those involved in SECIA Process aspects referred to the need for better SECIA execution processes:
Analysis of impact on safety: the effect that the changes in the body of safety evidence can have on system safety Analysis process: the process followed for SECIA Coordination: the degree to which those involved in SECIA activities work cooperatively Credibility: the degree to which someone would agree that SECIA activities have been adequately performed Independence: the degree of difference between those involved in SECIA activities SECIA verification: the activities targeted at guaranteeing that impact analysis and change management have been adequately addressed System development: the activities targeted at specifying and creating a system System V&V: the activities targeted at providing an assurance of certain system properties Time aspects: time resources necessary for and time constraints on SECIA Tool aspects referred to the need for new or better SECIA tools:
Level of automation: the degree of automatic support offered by tool support Tool integration: the degree of information exchange between the tools used in a system's lifecycle, including SECIA-related tools Tool support: available tools for performing SECIA Based on the results from answer coding, we have created the taxonomy of SECIA improvement areas shown in Fig. 11 using a bottom-up process. We defined the three main improvement areas from the generalization and grouping of the codes (sub-areas) assigned to the answers during data analysis. Each answer had one or more codes. We also identified specialisation relationships between some pairs of codes (e.g., Tool support and Level of automation). Further relationships among the improvement areas can be established, e.g., information can be necessary for and tools can be used as means for process execution. As explained in Section 3.5, the coding was initiated by the first author and later iterated with the second author until the final codes were defined. Finally, the third and the fourth authors reviewed the taxonomy. Fig. 12 shows the percentage and the number (in brackets) of respondents that indicated each improvement area, from the 76 that answered this question. Over two thirds of the respondents mentioned Information aspects. The most frequent specific area was Tool support, followed by Traceability. Specific topics mentioned by individual respondents that we consider especially relevant are: a) Impact analysis activities need to be more systematic b) Better understandings of change effect semantics c) Better safety engineering principles and methods d) Wider knowledge about safety goals in development teams e) Impact simulation, including simulation of system behaviour after a change f) Higher quality of safety evidence, in particular better documentation of the scope, assumptions, and estimated impact of potential future changes g) Use of modular safety cases h) Standards' requirements clarification i) Existing tools are either (1) too expensive and complex or (2) not very suitable and useful We also analysed which improvement areas could contribute to mitigating each challenge listed in Table 5 . The outcome is shown in Table 6 . Analysis process and Guidance are the areas related to the highest number of challenges (10 out of 13). Therefore, it could be argued that they are the improvement areas that can have a wider impact on the mitigation of SECIA challenges.
Although references to the improvement areas can be found in safety standards and related work, the nonpurely-technical areas have not received much attention in the past. For example, how to make SECIA more credible to assessors and how to overcome communication and coordination problems remain greatly unexplored. From the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 and from the insights provided in related work, we suggest the following future focus areas:
Development of traceability guidelines, including heuristics for deciding upon suitable granularity and trace semantics for SECIA Identification of the artefact types for which traceability-related SECIA challenges are most often faced Establishment of the degree to which SECIA can, or should, be automated as a way to tackle tool support-related challenges, while conforming to certification authorities' expectations and tool qualification requirements. Safety cases in SECIA, for analysing change impact both from and on safety cases
Summary of Results and of Implications
SECIA seems to be most frequently addressed (RQ1) as a consequence of the Modification of a new system during its development, and triggered by changes in Design Specifications, Requirements Specifications, Safety Analysis Results, Source Code, Test Case Specifications, and Traceability Specifications. The artefact type most frequently affected by changes is Manual V&V results. In general, Requirements specifications can be regarded as the most central artefact type for SECIA.
Some less frequent phenomena require more research effort, including practices for which very few systematic means for SECIA exist (e.g., re-certification for a different application domain) and practices critical for ensuring system safety and demonstrating compliance with safety standards (e.g., changes in and verification of assumptions and operation conditions). Among the possible concerns about the current SECIA practices, industry should analyse whether safety case evolution is being properly addressed. Practitioners must be aware that SECIA can be necessary in a wide variety of situations and involve any artefact type. Security aspects are already considered when performing SECIA.
Sixty-nine strong SECIA-related correlations exist between the artefact types, and all the artefact types have some strong correlation. Six very strong correlations were found between Requirements Specifications and Design Specifications (two very strong correlations), Requirements Specifications and Source Code, Test Case Specifications and Source Code, Safety Analysis Results and Assumptions and Operation Conditions Specifications, and between components or instances of Source Code. These results suggest that SECIA usually affects several artefact types and that the artefact types usually evolve together. Practitioners should pay special attention to the possible change impacts between strongly or very strongly correlated artefact types; see Figs. 4 and 5. Software developers and maintainers must carefully analyse possible ripple effects from Source Code evolution, and its impact on system safety. Some relationships between artefact types that the correlations represent, and their implications for SECIA, require further investigation (e.g., the relationships of Manual V&V Results with other artefact types).
Regarding tool support (RQ2), the overall level of SECIA automation is low and practitioners perform a significant amount of manual work. Only the median of Source Code is above "decision support available". We report 98 different tools used for SECIA in practice and that practitioners commonly use internal tools and basic tools such as Excel and Word (which have some clear limitations, e.g., no tool qualification). No commercial tool is widely used in industry for SECIA or used for all artefact types, and the tools seem to vary among the organizations. The amount of "fully manual" work is even more surprising if we consider the tools with some search functionality (e.g., Excel) that practitioners could use. Current SECIA practices also include the use of model-based tools and tailored extensions. A question remains if industry has a greater need for solutions that integrate safety evidence information from different tools than new SECIA tools for specific artefact types. Both product developers and tool vendors could take advantage of the design of tool chains for SECIA, which should further address traceability needs.
Practitioners face a wide variety of challenges for SECIA (RQ3), with Insufficient tool support having the highest median frequency. Indeed, Tool support is the area where the highest ratio of respondents indicated potential SECIA improvements. Nonetheless, most of the respondents mentioned Information aspects in their SECIA improvement suggestions, and almost half of them referred to Process aspects. We identified and classified 22 improvement areas, and only three correspond to Tool Aspects, see Fig. 11 . Relationships can be established between the challenges and the improvement areas, see Table 6 . Based on the results, industry often fails to fulfil SECIA traceability needs. SECIA could also benefit from a wider knowledge of safety goals in development and maintenance teams. Finally, neither experience nor the level of SECIA automation seem to greatly help practitioners in reducing the frequency of the challenges, and social aspects (e.g., 
CONCLUSION
Safety evidence change impact analysis (SECIA) is essential for any safety-critical system. It is not only recommended in most safety standards, but its inadequate management has contributed to accidents or near-accidents. New insights into how practitioners deal with SECIA are necessary in order to determine what aspects must be carefully considered in practice and to identify improvement opportunities.
This paper presents an industrial survey on SECIA. The results provide a comprehensive picture of the circumstances under which SECIA is addressed, the tool support used, and the challenges faced. Further, the survey identifies aspects that practitioners should carefully consider when performing SECIA but which are not mentioned in the text of safety standards, such as that certain artefact types usually co-evolve (see Fig. 5 ), tools that can be used for SECIA (see Section 4.2.1), and possible improvement areas (see Fig. 11 ).
The survey results suggest that most practitioners deal with SECIA during system development and mainly from system specifications. Most survey respondents have performed SECIA in a wide variety of situations and changes in the body of safety evidence seem to usually affect several artefact types. Tool support is used in industry for all artefact types, but there appear to be many improvement opportunities. The level of automation in the process is low and insufficient tool support is the most frequent challenge. Nonetheless, SECIA might further benefit from improvements on information aspects rather than on tools aspects.
The results confirm insights provided in prior research. For example, requirements specifications appear to play a major role in SECIA, and practitioners expect improvements in tool support. Nonetheless, this survey is the first study that provides strong empirical evidence of how often the phenomena occur. More importantly, the results report on phenomena for which no evidence existed (e.g., use of internal tools for SECIA from all the artefact types studied), and suggest frequencies of phenomena in industry that were very likely unexpected (e.g., re-certification for different application domains) or that can raise some concerns about current industrial practices (e.g., safety case evolution management seems to often be inadequate).
In terms of software maintenance, we expect that our findings can help software developers gain further awareness and understanding of the need for carefully analysing the safety implications of software changes. Although no strong evidence of co-evolution of source code and safetytargeted artefact types was found, software safety risks and how software contributes to system safety are prime concerns in many application domains.
Several areas for future research can be identified from the results. Some examples are the study of SECIA needs for safety-targeted artefact types, the analysis of how tools such as Excel and Word are used for SECIA, and the definition of effective and efficient guidelines for tackling traceability-related SECIA challenges. Furthermore, the results highlight several aspects where industry could clearly benefit from improvements, such as tools that support SECIA for any artefact type and an increase in their level of automation. Some aspects that have not been addressed in the survey (e.g., a deeper study of SECIA activities and their level of automation) could also trigger future work.
The survey represents a significant milestone for other research in which we are currently involved, including cross-domain and evolutionary safety assurance and certification [13] , component-based impact analysis [70] , and recommendation-driven impact analysis [6] for critical systems. The results of the survey help us to identify directions for future work.
We plan to further investigate the potential relationships between different artefact types and their implications for impact analysis, how to improve safety case evolution management, and technologies for integrating safety evidence information from different sources. Finally, we would like to complement the survey results with insights from case studies in which we further analyse SECIA practices in specific companies or projects.
